Cognitive facilitation associated with Chinese brush handwriting: the case of symmetric and asymmetric Chinese characters.
Chinese calligraphic handwriting involves a process of visual spatial structuring of the characters as well as the motor control of the brush to follow specific character configurations through a projection of the cognitive images of the character. Previous research has shown that Chinese calligraphic handwriting facilitates perceptual and cognitive abilities. Reading Chinese characters with geometric features also facilitates cognitive processing. This study investigated Chinese calligraphic handwriting effect on cognitive facilitation measured by responses to asymmetric and asymmetric Chinese characters. 11 participants performed Chinese calligraphic handwriting for 30 min. and had their reaction time and error rate taken before and after the writing session. The reaction time to asymmetric characters was significantly shortened after Chinese calligraphic handwriting. These results confirm the general Chinese calligraphic handwriting effect on cognitive facilitation, but the asymmetric characters seem to result in greater such effects than the symmetric characters.